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Critical Response Essay Outline Template  

Introduction paragraph:  EXAMPLE (Based on the article, “Cats Are Evil”) 

 
The title and the year of publication of the article, the FULL name of the author of the article. A (brief) 
summary of the article: the author’s main point (thesis)/ argument/ proposal and 3 supporting points. 
 
In the article, "Cats Are Evil" (2013), Laura Helmuth proposes that cats be phased out of society to save 

the bird population. Helmuth (2013) claims that domesticated cats "kill millions of birds each year" 

(para. 5). In addition, Helmuth (2013) suggests ways of eliminating cats over time such as banning their 

importation and petitioning that all cats be fixed and made to stay inside. 

 

My Thesis (response to author’s thesis) with 3 supporting points + my recommendation/rejection: 

 

Although Helmuth (2013) appears to support a better ecology, there are several evidentiary issues, 

sweeping generalizations, and practical flaws in her article which make her proposal unconvincing.  

Her concern for endangered birds is relevant but does not justify the removal of another species. 

Therefore, instead of banning cats, there should be more extensive research conducted in relation to 

other contributing factors for the decline in the bird population. 

 

Body Paragraph 1: 

My Supporting Point 1/Topic sentence/ criticism:  

Helmuth’s article has several evidentiary problems that provide little support for her claims.  

 

2 Examples/ Evidence with Explanation:  

Firstly, the main reference that she sources in the article is an economist named Gareth Morgan, who is 

an unqualified source, as his area of expertise relates to finances rather than ecology. 

 

Helmuth (2013) also fails to include official numbers from a relevant source and proper citation, which 

leaves the audience with incomplete truth. She continually refers to unofficial documentation collected 

by Morgan throughout the article. For example, Helmuth (2013) states that 37 percent of New Zealand 

birds are endangered species, and 40 percent are wiped out.  This information is vital to her position, 

but remains questionable, as it is not expressed by a person with a relevant professional opinion. 
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Reiteration of my point 1/ link back to my thesis: 

Consequently, Helmuth's argument is not based on justifiable evidence due to the unqualified authority 

and missing references. Therefore, based on the lack of credible evidence in this article, Helmuth's 

position remains hugely unsupported and unconvincing. 

 

Body Paragraph 2: 

My supporting Point 2/Topic sentence/ criticism:  

In the article, Helmuth's arguments about why cats should be banned are hindered by her logical 

fallacies. 

 

2 Examples/ Evidence with Explanation:  

She begins with the overgeneralization that "domesticated cats started out as parasites on human 

civilization" (Helmuth, 2013, para. 2). A parasite is commonly known as an organism that lives off 

another organism and is most often thought of as a contracted disease. Comparing cats to parasites is 

also a false analogy as is an unfair comparison since pets are purchased with an owner's understanding 

of their dependence and are sought after for their fellowship. 

 

The writer continues with another invalid analogy when she quotes Gareth Morgan, claiming that cats 

are like "serial killers" (Helmuth, 2013, para. 4). This statement is another false comparison, since it 

contrasts a cat's predator instinct to hunt to eat, to the calculated murders of a sociopath. The food 

chain is nature's order of survival and population control and cat’s instinct to hunt is part of that.   

 

Reiteration of my point 2/ link back to my thesis: 

Thus, because Helmuth's claims are rooted in logical fallacies and bias, her main position remains 

questionable.  

 

 

 

Body Paragraph 3: 
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Supporting Point 3/Topic sentence:  

 

Lastly, Helmuth's article has many practical problems that reveal her arguments as debatable. 

 

2 Examples/ Evidence with Explanation:  

She states there should be a ban on the importation of cats, in order to reduce and eventually eradicate their 

existence (Helmuth, 2013). This would be a challenging law to implement and potentially an expensive law to enforce. 

There are many ecological issues that are immensely important but do not have the financial or legislative backing to 

support their cause. Helmuth's specific criminalization of importing cats would be a law that pet lovers would not 

respond kindly to. 

 

Secondly, Helmuth states that all owners should "spay and neuter their cats" (Helmuth, 2013, para. 3). However, she 

does not consider the financial burden that could bring to some pet owners. Not all cat owners may have the 

expendable cash to get their pets fixed, and not all may consider it necessary. It is no small task to instruct present cat 

lovers with new stipulations they never originally agreed to. 

 

Reiteration of my point 3/ link back to my thesis: 

Helmuth's efforts to provide a solution to containing cats in " the most humane way possible" (para. 3) provide more 

drawbacks than they resolve. Therefore, because of the problems that arise from her suggested solutions to 

eliminating domesticated cats, her ideas are unwarranted. 

 

 

 

Conclusion Paragraph: 

Restatement of my thesis & 3 supporting points (+ rejection/recommendation/ proposal) 

Although Helmuth's article is founded on unbacked evidence and logical fallacies, and her proposal has practical 

problems, her main concern about the bird population is valid.  However, there needs to be a broader investigation 

into other areas related to the drop in the bird numbers. More data needs to be collected on other influencing factors 

such as wild predators, bird migration patterns, environment changes, diseases, urban development, and 

deforestation. It would be appropriate to reference studies conducted by environmentalists and ornithologist to 

prove the validity of her claims. 
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